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Its theme was "Plan Workshops, Costume Building Contest and the Cosplay competition for individual and
group. Introduced the Cosplay Museum exhibit as well as the Mech Cafe. The second is having the event as
two days instead of just one, October 2 to 3. This version however has no Knight pieces. The Stage and Fiesta
hall has entrance fees while the open hall is free for all. The event held its first ticketing system that involved
distribution through SM Ticketing services that made pre-selling of tickets available in all SM Supermalls
nationwide. This was in response to the long lines that plagued its past events when ticket sales were sold on
the day itself. Function Room 3 is still assigned as a free hall. The limited sales of the passes is separate from
the regular convention ticket sales. Cosplay Mania will again host Cosplay Appreciation Day, where
cosplayers are invited to register upon entering Function Room 3, to again attempt to set the Guinness World
Record of the number of cosplayers attending an event. Cosplay Checkers - replacing the Cosplay Chess but
retaining the cosplay concept. Cosplay Videos Caught on Tape - contest where cosplayers submit their best
videos of themselves. The format is based on a popular type of Manga called a Yonkoma. Guest Meet and
Greet - an activity where one can meet Kaname or Reika in person through a limited sale of Premium Passes.
The activity includes a handshake, autograph signing and a photo opportunity given to each Premium Pass
attendee, as well as freebies. Facepalm-the-Music - two pre-selected contestants try to be the first to guess the
title of the music played onstage. The human buzzer then points to the contestant who they believe tapped
them first. This year introduces the application of Cosplay. This system would help designate the beginner and
veteran ranking as to improve fairness in Cosplay. Returning activities are being introduced again this year:
New activities being introduced this year: Cosplay Solo Showdown - improving the Project Cosplay Solo
contest, the contestants are separated through the Cosplay Division Classification CDC , designed to address
this problem by creating classifications or Classes that can be used to define distinct Cosplay Divisions. There
are five Classes that are based on competitor age and costume composition: Junior, Agility, Hybrid, Assault
and Titan. It is sponsored by High Sierra. This year, a new logo was launched that incorporated sleeker, more
modern-looking lines but retained the corporate colors of the event. She is accompanied by DotPeach, the
official mascot of Cosplay. The concert will also be accompanied by local anime cover band Moonspeak and
Ninja Tuna. Aya Ikeda also had her own Meet and Greet session prior to the concert, but also held her own
handshake and merchandise selling session after her performance on Cosplay Mania JAM Day 2. Ticketing
System Cosplay Mania improved on their ticketing system by providing more options for con-goers on how
they will customize their convention experience by introducing the following ticket tier system: Platinum
ticket Php - provides access for only one single Meet and Greet session with the available guest of their
choice. All tickets are available for purchase at all SM Tickets outlets. The layout has also been reversed, with
the Exhibitor Hall occupying Function Rooms 4 and 5, and the stage area occupying 2 and 3. As a result, the
Exhibitor Room, dubbed as Hall Ex, has over exhibitor booths ranging from game booths to assorted
merchandise. The stage are, dubbed Hall S, was smaller in size than last year, but has enough space in
allowing audiences to comfortably enjoy the cosplay competition and the JAM concert. The meeting rooms
are still assigned for Meet and Greet activities and merchandise selling. Cosplay Mania Cup The Cosplay
Mania Roadshow created a series of Individual category cosplay contests in each of their events that would
culminate in the final showdown during Cosplay Mania. The winner receives the Championship prize. All
tickets, except for Platinum and Titanium, can be upgraded: Bronze ticket Php - provides access only at Hall
Ex per day. Platinum Meet and Greet ticket Php - provides access for only one single Meet and Greet session
with the available guest of their choice. The Jpop singer Pile, however, had her own ticket price of Php 2,
Notable partners [ edit ] Cosplay. It occupied the whole function rooms and features more interactive games.
Guests artists, voice actors and cosplayers from Asia are also invited. In their 10th year, the convention
featured big names as special guests:
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3: Geeklists for Total Mania | BoardGameGeek
MAGIC MANIA: Festival of Magic features the very best Magicians and Variety Acts from The Magic Castle, America's
Got Talent, Penn & Teller: Fool Us, Masters of.
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Comment: A copy that has been read, but remains in clean condition. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. The
spine may show signs of wear. Pages can include limited notes and highlighting, and the copy can include previous
owner inscriptions.

5: Magic Mania for Android
Magic Mania is classic and addictive match-3 type game! It's aim is to complete the assigned goals in given moves or
seconds. Magic Mania has various mode: Backplane Mode: eliminate all backplanes on the screen.

6: - Total Magic Mania by Peter Eldin
Various Videos from the adventures of "Magic Man" Jack Sinn.

7: Room 9: Art!: Model Magic Mania!
Magic Mania Description: Magic Mania is classic and addictive match-3 type game! It's aim is to complete the assigned
goals in given moves or seconds.

8: Gameloft Video Game Developer Worldwide
Since , Magic Mania's team of dedicated staff work around the clock to raise funds to provide a unique day out for
children with special needs and CareFlight's emergency aeromedical service.

9: Magic Mania Questions & Answers for Android
Solitaire Story: Monster Magic Mania brings the fun of the classic card game to your smartphone - with a dash of
mystery, some cute monsters and a whole of lot excitement - you'll have hours of fun playing this relaxing single player
card game.
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